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Should we always perform radio-frequency ablation while resecting atrial myxomas?
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We thank the authors for this article [1]. We noticed that two of our cases developed arterioatrial fistulae after resection of the myxoma while we were investigating our cases [2,3]. Your excellent image demonstrated that this myxoma tissue possessed three arterial branches. Demonstration of these nutrient arteries suggested that, in any case, even though the nutrient arteries of the myxoma could not be visualised, the remaining tissue of the resected area should be damaged by radio-frequency ablation (or by other methods). This procedure should be performed to avoid atrio-arterial fistulation only if the resected area is suitable (e.g., if it is not within the ventricle, away from conduction pathways and coronary arteries). Was it suitable strategy in this case as well?
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We thank Dr Kestelli et al. [1] for their interest and comments regarding our article 'Left atrial myxoma with tumour vascularity: three-dimensional images with multi-slice computed tomography' [2]. Dr Kestelli suggests that radio-frequency ablation should be performed concomitant with resection of atrial myxoma to avoid atrioarterial fistula. We disagree with that statement because atrioarterial fistula after the resection of atrial myxoma rarely causes serious problems.

Dr Kestelli comments that his two cases developed atrioarterial fistula after the resection of atrial myxoma, but we have never experienced it fortunately. We always burn or ligate the feeding artery of the atrial myxoma during the operation, if it can be as large as visualised. If it is not so, the feeding artery may not develop atrioarterial fistula. Although we may not notice it, it is certain that postoperative atrioarterial fistula has never been a complication.

In conclusion, we think that an additional radio-frequency ablation to resection of atrial myxoma is unnecessary and saving cardiopulmonary bypass time is more important.
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